
Your group will learn the Be-Do-Have model in this interactive 
retreat which can be customized to meet the requirements of 
your team or organization.  They will discover unconscious 
beliefs that keep them from achieving and replace those with 
patterns of thought and action that guarantee ongoing success.

419-344-6613
pat@afpmarketing.com

Content Video Marketing: Tips to Implement 2017’s Biggest Trend

Leveraging Knowledge to Become a Thought Leader!

Learn specific tips for video creation, including how to write 
your script and call to action
Explore powerful presentation tips as well as how to prepare for 
your shoot using the 5 step Choose Success process
Identify where to distribute your video online to get the best SEO
Create a plan to integrate your videos into your marketing strategy

Content Marketing: Leverage Your Knowledge to Increase 
Awareness and Build Trust

Effective Calls To Action: Make Yours Irresistible
Learn how to craft your call to action based on your target 
market and what you sell
Discover 4 factors to keep in mind when crafting calls to actions
Understand how to structure the CTA so it’s easy to take the 
action you are requesting

All of Pat’s presentations can be delivered as a keynote, breakout or 
half or full-day formats to meet your group or organization’s needs.

Transform Yourself Weekend Retreat
Retreats:

Learn an integrated content marketing strategy that effectively 
builds awareness
Discover how to create content that attracts attention, piques 
interest, and converts
Leverage content in a way that demonstrates you are an 
authority 

Pat will customize a presentation, based on her book 
Choose Success - Ignite the Power Within, to meet 
your group needs and timeframe.  

A partial list of Pat’s 
clients include:

First Solar

Heartland Payment Systems

Mosser Construction

Owens Community College

ITT Technical Institute

eWomen Network

NNAWBO Cleveland

Arbonne International

SRC Software

Adaytum Software

Independent Bank

Panczner and Associates

Davis College

TToledo Area Public Schools

Cadillac Chamber of Commerce

Arrowhead Massage Therapy

Women’s Entrepreneurial Network

Monroe Community College

Curves for Women

Washtenaw Community College

Author.  Trainer.  Marketing Strategist.

 A Few Presentation Topics:




